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To all whom it may concern. 
\ Be it known that I, JAMES ERNEST A. 
WALKER,watchmaker,of the town of Walker 
ton, in the county of Bruce, in the Province 
of Ontario, Canada, have invented certain 
new and useful Improvements in Bicycle 
Pedals, of which the following is a speci?ca 
tion. . 

The invention has been patented in Canada 
November 8, 1897, No. 58,060. ' 
My invention relates to improvements in 

pedals for bicycles; and the object of the in 
vention is to devise a form of pedal which 
will dispense with the necessity of toe-clips 
now so frequently used to hold the foot se 

- curely on the pedal and yet will provide a 
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very secure device forming part of the pedal 
which will securely retain the foot in posi 
tion and from which the foot may be very 
readily withdrawn without any danger to the 
rider; and it consists, essentially, of a pedal 
the frame of which is suitably journaled on 
the spindle and is provided with laterally-ad~ 
j ustable looped bars held in the frame both 
at the top and bottom of the pedal in two sets, 
the inner ends of said bars being provided 
with toothed racks and having meshing there 
Withsuitable gear-toothed quadrants manipu 
lated by an arm pivoted in the frame and de 
signed to be operated by the foot, said arm 
being provided with a toothed quadrant 
shaped lower end, meshing with the toothed,’ 
quadrant-shaped pivotal end of the operat-‘ 
ing-arm, such loop-shaped bars being pro 
vided with inwardly-extending lips at each 
end, and said bars being held out when not 
in use by springs and operatively connected 
together in the manner hereinafter more par- ~ 
ticularly explained. 
Figure l is a perspective view of a pedal 

constructed in accordance with myinvention. . 
Fig. 2 is a longitudinal section through the 
pedal. - Fig. 3 is a cross-section. 

In the drawings like letters of reference in 
dicate corresponding parts in each ?gure. ' 
A is the pedal-crank, and B is the pedal 

spindle, which is suitably secured in the end 
of the crank, as shown. The pedal-spindle is 
formed with a taper and is provided at the 
reduced end with ball-bearing cone 1), balls 
I)’, and the cup b2, ?tting within the cylinder 
C. The washer b3 is provided outside the 
cones on the threaded end of the spindle B 
and a suitable nut b4 to the outside of the 

. the teeth of the racks g’. 

washer. I also provide a cap D, with a notch 
d, whereby it is screwed into the interior of 
the cylinder, closing it completely and ren; 
dering the ball-bearing dust-proof. The op_ 
posite end of the spindle is also provided with 
a cone e, balls 6’, and cups 6?, securely screwed 
into the internal thread at this end of the cyl 
inder. A disk 63 is also provided, which is 
screwed into the internal thread at this end 
of the cylinder, and such disk 63 has annular 
grooves e4, intowhich'?ts a projection e5 at 
the inside of the disk (as. An outer band 67 
is also provided, which extends over a ?ange‘ 
125, formed on or secured to the spindle B. It 
will thus be seen that the ball-bearings at this 
end of the cylinder are also rendered dust 
proof. ' ' 

The cylinder 0 is connected by hollow arms 
0', suitably brazed thereto, to the rectangu 
lar metal box-plates F, which form with the 
outer plates F’ the side frames of the pedals. 
Gare end loops provided with, upwardly 

and inwardly projecting lips g. I provide a 
pair of end loops G for the top and bottom of 
each pedal, and the inner ends of the loops 
have toothed racks g’ formed on them and 
have supplemental ends 92 secured on each 
end, provided with a series of ‘holes 93, into 
which extend the screws on the ends proper. 
By means of these supplemental ends g2 the 
distances apart of the opposite lips g of the 
loops 7G may be regulated to suit the different 
widths of’shoes. The supplemental ends 92 
are pressed outwardly, so as to normally hold 
the loops out when not in~ use, by the V-shaped 
springs 94, secured to the inside of the box 
plate F by the screws 95. 
H are arms pivoted 0n the screws h, ex; 

tending from the outside plate F’ to the in 
side plate F. The outer ends of the arms are 
provided with quadrants h’, which mesh with 

One arm H is pro 
vided with a tail 7L2, which is connected by a 
rod lbs to the other arm H. Around the jour 
nal of the arm H is formed on the arm a 
quadrant h“, which is engaged by a quadrant 
1’, formed on the lower end of the arm I con 
centric to its pivot-point. The upper end of 
the arm I is provided with a friction-roller t. 

It will be understood that the upper arms 
II are operated together on the depression of 
Elie arm I, then uppermost, and its quadrant 

The lower arms II when the pedals are in , 
one position become the upper arms when the 
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pedal is given a half-turn, and as either side 
of the pedal may be uppermost the mechan 
ism of the pedal is duplicated. I 
The ends of the loops G extend through 

guiding-slots f in the ends of the box-plates 
F. The opposite box-plate is provided with 
identically the same form of arms II and the 
quadrants formed on them meshing with the 
racks and the same form of springs corre 
sponding to g“, and the same form of rod, as 
7213, is also provided. The corresponding 
arms and their toothed quadrantal portions 
are provided at the opposite sides of the box 
plates, as will be understood, so that both the 
top and bottom of the pedal are similarly pro 
vided as to the loops and their coacting op 
erating mechanism. 

If it were convenient to have one'side of 
the pedal always uppermost, it would be un 
necessary to provide the duplicate sets here~ 
inbefore referred to; but as it is necessary for 
the rider to be able to place his foot on the 
pedal at any moment and immediately secure 
it in position I provide such duplicate sets. 
The manner of placing the foot on the pedal 

and securing it in position is as follows: It 
will of course be understood that when the 
lips g of the loops G are adjusted to the proper 
distances apart the foot may be placed in po 
sition anglewise without being caught. By, 
however, twisting the foot so that the sole 
throws the roller 1', and consequently the arm 
I, outwardly such arm imparts through its 
quadrantal connection with the racks of the 
loops G an inward movement to the lips g of 
the loops G, thereby causing such lips to grasp 
the sole of the shoe, and thus securely hold 
the foot upon the pedal. By giving the foot 
the reverse twist, so as to allow the outer end 
of the arm I to pass inwardly, the foot may 
be instantaneously released, or it may be re 
leased simply by drawing the foot backward, 
so that the narrow front portion of the foot 
allows of the arm I to pass inwardly and the 
foot to become released. 
A pedal constructed such as I describe can 

be made very cheaply, is conveniently jour 
naled on the spindle of the pedal-crank, and 
as long as the foot when thrust into position 
on the pedal is kept substantially parallel to 
the side of the machine such foot must be 
-held securely in position; but any undue 
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twist or tendency to fall would readily release 
the foot, so that all danger from accidents 
would be absolutely avoided and yet during 
proper riding the foot be perfectly held in po 
sition upon the pedal. 
Although I show and describe both end 

loops as adjustable, it will of course be un 
derstood that I might make one only adjust 
able and the other stationary, and I wish it to 
be understood that I lay claim to this equiva 
lent construction. 
What I claim as my invention is— 

‘1. In combination, the pedal-spindle, the 
pedal-frame journaled thereon and loops ar 
ranged in pairs projecting from each face of 

the pedal provided with suitable gripping 
lips, guideways in the frame for holding said 
loops, and means independent of the tread of 
the pedal common to each pair of end loops 
for simultaneously operating the same when 
the foot is placed in position on the pedal, 
substantially as described. 

2. The combination with the pedal-spindle, 
the pedal-frame suitably connected and jour 
naled on the pedal-spindle, end loops for the 
pedal provided with suitable gripping-lips 
and held in suitable guideways in the frame, 
toothed racks on the inner ends of the loops, 
quadrantal arms engaging said racks suitably 
pivoted in the frame and having the tail of 
one arm connected to the other arm proper 
and means for turning such arms on their 
pivot-points as and for the purpose speci?ed. 

3. The combination with the pedal-spindle, 
the pedal-frame suitably connected and jour 
naled on the pedal-spindle, end loops for the 
pedal provided with suitable gripping-lips 
and held in suitable guideways in the frame, 
toothed racks on the inner ends of the loops, 
quadrantalarms engaging said racks suitably 
pivoted in the frame and having the tail of 
one arm connected to the other arm proper, 
a quadrant formed on one arm around its 
pivot-point and asupplemental arm provided 
with a quadrant concentric to its pivot-point 
engaging the quadrant on said quadrantal 
arm and having the upper end of the arm ex 
tendingbeyond the side of the pedal on which 
the foot rests as and for the purpose speci?ed. 

4. The combination with the pedal-spindle, 
the pedal-frame suitably connected and jour 
naled on the pedal-spindle, end loops for the 
pedal provided with suitable gripping-lips, 
rack-shaped ends for the loops, suitably-piv 
oted quadrants meshing therewith and means 
for turning such quadrants so as to throw the 
loops inwardly by the outward lateral pres 
sure of the shoe as and for the purpose speci 
?etl. 

5. In combination the pedal-spindle, the 
box-plates suitably. connected thereto jour 
naled thereon and provided with end slots, 
the end loops provided with gripping-lips and 
arranged to extend through the end slot of the 
box-plate, the racks on the inner ends of the 
loops, the spring situated between the inner 
ends of the loops to normally hold them in 
the outer position, the quadrantal arms suit 
ably pivoted in the box-plate, the rods con 
meeting the tailless arm with the tail of the 
coacting arm, the quadrant on one arm con 
centric to the pivot-point the supplemental 
arm suitably pivoted in the box-plate and 
having a quadrant meshing with the concen 
tric quadrant on one arm and the upper end 
extending beyond the side of the pedal on 
which the foot rests as and for the purpose 
speci?ed. 

JAMES ERNEST A. IVALKER. 
IVitnesses: 

B. BOYD, 
H. DENNISON. 
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